Recent years have seen the emergence of a new generation of heavily-optimised modal decision procedures. Several systems based on such procedures are now available and have proved to be much more effective than the previous generation of modal decision procedures. As both computational complexity and algorithm complexity are generally unchanged, neither is useful in analysing and comparing these new systems and their various optimisations. Instead, empirical testing has been widely used, both for comparison and as a tool for tuning systems and identifying their strengths and weaknesses. However, the very effectiveness of the new systems has revealed serious weaknesses in existing empirical test suites and methodologies. This paper provides a detailed survey of empirical testing methodologies, analyses the current state of the art and presents new results obtained with a recently developed test method.
Motivations for empirical testing
Heavily-optimised systems for determining satisfiability of formulae in propositional modal logics are becoming available. These systems, including DLP [Patel-Schneider1998] , FaCT [Horrocks1998] , KSATC [Giunchiglia et al.1998a ], *SAT [Tacchella1999] , and TA [Hustadt & Schmidt1997] , have more optimisations and are much faster than the previous generation of modal decision procedures, such as leanK [Beckert & Goré1997] , Logics Workbench [Heuerding et al.1995] , and KE [Pitt & Cunningham1996] .
As with most theorem proving problems, neither computational complexity nor algorithm complexity is useful in determining the effectiveness of optimisations. The worst-case complexity of the problem, of course, remains unchanged. For many propositional modal logics, this complexity ranges from PSPACE-complete to EXPTIME-complete. The worst-case complexity of the algorithms in the systems also generally remains unchanged under optimisation. The worst-case complexity for most of these systems is exponential time and either polynomial or exponential space. Further, determining any useful normal-case or special-case complexity is essentially impossible.
As theoretical studies do not provide any indication of the effectiveness of the new systems and their optimisations, this has to be determined by empirical testing. In any case, empirical testing provides a number of benefits over theoretical complexity. It directly gives resource consumption, in terms of computation time and memory use. It factors in all the pieces of the system, not just the basic algorithm itself.
Empirical testing can be used not only to compare different systems, but also to tune a system with parameters that can be used to modify its performance. Moreover, it can be used to show what sort of inputs the system handles well, and what sort of inputs the system handles poorly.
In this paper we provide a detailed survey of empirical testing methodologies for modal decision procedures, including a review of previous work in the area and an analysis of the current state of the art.
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We point out desirable and undesirable characteristics of these methodologies. We also present some new results obtained with a recently developed test method, and identify some of the remaining weaknesses in both modal decision procedures and testing methodologies.
Our goal in this paper is not to show the effectiveness of various systems and their optimisations, but is instead to provide a framework for evaluating empirical testing methodologies for modal decision procedures, to analyse these methodologies, and to give a direction for better empirical testing methodologies for modal decision procedures.
Evaluating Empirical Testing

Kinds of Empirical Test Sets
Several kinds of inputs can be used for empirical testing. Inputs that have been encountered in the past can be used. Variations on these past inputs, either systematic or random, can be used. It is also possible to deterministically synthesise inputs. These can be either handgenerated individual inputs, possibly parameterised, or inputs that systematically cover an area. Finally, randomly-generated inputs can be used. Each of these kinds of inputs has benefits and potential problems.
Actual past inputs provide a good mechanism for comparing the behaviour of different systems. However, as systems improve, old inputs can become so easy that they provide no guidance. Also, newer inputs will not necessarily be the same as past inputs, so using past inputs may not provide guidance for future performance. Further, there may not be enough past inputs to provide sufficient testing.
Variations on past inputs can be used to overcome some of these problems. Variations provide more inputs. If the past inputs can be modified to be larger or more difficult, then the problem of past inputs being too easy can be overcome.
Hand-generated inputs can be specifically tailored to provide good tests, at least for particular systems. In particular, if the inputs are parameterised, then they can often be made large enough to be difficult, even for newer systems. However, it can be very hard to hand-generate difficult problems, even if parameterised-a particular optimisation may make a whole parameterised set of inputs trivial. Further, hand-generation is expensive.
Systematic inputs can be very effective, provided that systematic generation is possible. However, many kinds of inputs are too large to systematically cover. Random inputs are often easy to generate, and can provide a mechanism to cover a class of inputs. Both systematic and random inputs may not be typical inputs, and so testing using these kinds of inputs may not provide useful data.
In many cases there is a lack of past inputs, not enough resources for hand-generation, and no way of systematically covering the input space, so the major mechanism for generating inputs for empirical testing has to be random generation. This is the case in propositional modal logics. The current main empirical testing methodologies involve random generation of formulae. The only other significant test consists of hand generated, parameterised formulae, but this test has become too easy for state-of-the-art systems.
Good and Bad Empirical Testing
The benefits of empirical testing depend on the characteristics of the inputs provided for the testing, as empirical testing only provides data on these particular inputs. If the inputs are not typical or suitable, then the results of the empirical testing will not be useful. This means that the inputs for empirical testing must be carefully chosen.
We believe that good test sets should be created according to the following key criteria.
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Reproducibility. Any test is not very useful if it cannot be reproduced, and varied. The test formulae or their generation function should thus be made available. Even if the test formulae are made available, the generation function should also be made available, so that variants of the test can be developed. If the actual test formulae are not made available it should be possible to exactly reproduce the entire test set, so all the inputs to the generation function should be disclosed, including any "random" or environmental inputs. Representativeness. The ideal test set should represent a significant area of the whole input space, and should span the whole range of sources of difficulty. A good empirical test set should at least cover a large area of inputs. Empirical test sets that consist of only a few inputs or that concentrate on only a small area of the input space provide no information about most inputs. This can be a particular problem if the small area has a different computational complexity than the input space as a whole. Valid vs. not-valid balance. In a good test set, valid and not-valid (or, equivalently, satisfiable and unsatisfiable) problems should be more or less equal both in number and in difficulty. In fact, solvable and unsolvable problems may present different sources of difficulty, so that a system which is good at handling one type may be not good-or not capable at all-of handling the other type. Moreover, to prevent the usage of routines/heuristics which are explicitly aimed at detecting either solvability or unsolvability, the testbed should provide no a priori information which could help in guessing the result -that is, maximum uncertainty regarding the solvability of the problems is desirable.
(Notice that, in the real world, the solvability of a problem is not known a priori.) Difficulty. A good empirical test set should provide a sufficient level of difficulty for the system(s) being tested. (Some problems should be too hard even for state-of-the-art systems, so as to be a good benchmark for forthcoming systems.) If the inputs are too easy, then the resulting resource consumption may be too small to easily measure, and the resource consumption may be dominated by start-up costs that do not grow as the difficulty of the inputs grow. Comparing absolute performances-which may depend on factors like the platform used, the quality of implementation, etc.-may be less significant than comparing how performances scale up with problems of increasing difficulty. Termination. To be of practical use, the tests should terminate and provide information within a reasonable amount of time. If the inputs are too hard, then the system may not be able to provide answers within the established time. This inability of the system is of interest, but can make system comparison impossible or insignificant.
The following criteria derive from or are significant sub-cases of the main criteria above.
Parameterisation. One way of creating test sets with the appropriate features and with a large number of inputs is to have parameterised inputs with sufficient parameters and degrees of freedom to allow the inputs to range over a large portion of the input space.
On the other hand, the number of parameters and their degrees of freedom should not be too large, otherwise the number of tests required to cover a significant subspace might blow up. (Ideally, the parameter set should work as much as possible as a "base" for the input space.) Control. In particular, it is very useful to have parameters that control monotonically the key features of the input test set, like the average difficulty and the solvable vs. unsolvable rate. Monotonicity is a key point, as it allows for controlling one feature independently of the values of the other parameters, and for eliminating uninteresting areas of the input space. Modal vs. propositional balance. Reasoning in modal logics involves alternating between two orthogonal search efforts: pure modal reasoning-that is, spanning the potential Kripke models-and pure propositional reasoning-that is, assigning truth values to subformulae within each Kripke state. A good test set should be challenging from both viewpoints. Data organisation. The data should be summarisable-so as to make a comparison possible with a limited effort-and plottable-so as to enable the qualitative behaviour of the system(s) to be highlighted. For instance, a list of hundreds of uncorrelated numbers is not a well-organised data set, since it makes a comparison impractical, and makes it very hard to produce any qualitative information from it. Focus on narrow problems. As an alternative to wide-ranging tests, small "ad hoc" test sets may be used for testing systems on one particular source of difficulty, or for revealing one particular possible weakness. For instance, formulae which are satisfied only by exponentially-large Kripke models (see, e.g., [Halpern & Moses1992] ) might cause the system under test to blow up in space, thus revealing its non-PSPACEness.
Finally, in creating good test sets, particular care must be taken to avoid the following problems.
Redundancy. Empirical test sets must be carefully chosen so as not to include inadvertent redundancy. They should also be chosen so as not to include small sub-inputs that dictate the result of the entire input. Empirical test sets can be made irrelevant by advances in systems if the advanced systems include optimisations that identify some inherent redundancy and cause the test set to be trivially solved. Of course, a system that can detect such redundancy is better than one that cannot, but the presence of detectable redundancies can reduce test sets to triviality. Triviality. A good test set should be flawless, that is, it should not contain significant subsets of trivial problems. This problem has claimed victims in many other areas of AI, as flaws have been detected in random test methods for propositional satisfiability [Mitchell et al. 1992] , for constraint satisfiability problems [Achlioptas et al.1997] , and for quantified boolean formulae [Gent & Walsh1999a] .
Artificiality.
A good empirical test set should correspond closely to inputs from applications. If the test set does not resemble actual inputs, then the results from the empirical testing will not necessarily correspond with the behaviour of the system in real use.
Over-size. The single problems should not be too big with respect to their difficulty, so that the resources required for parsing and data managing do not seriously influence total performance.
In general, these criteria boil down to providing a reproducible sample of an interesting portion of the input space with appropriate difficulty. This is no different from the criteria in other areas, notably propositional satisfiability testing [Gent & Walsh1993; DIM1993; Selman et al.1996] , theorem proving [Suttner & Sutcliffe1995] , CSP [DIM1993; Gent & Walsh 1999b] . However, the situation for modal decision procedures is more difficult than for the fields above, because of the greater variety in modal logics and formulae and the lesser capabilities of current modal decision procedures.
Systems
The systems involved in most of this testing have different characteristics, but are all based around a front-end that takes an input formula, converts it into an internal form, and uses a search engine to exhaustively search for a model of the formula. The input formula is satisfiable if such a model is found and unsatisfiable otherwise. All the systems are able to handle (at least) the propositional modal logic ¢ ¤ £ ¦ ¥ § . Two systems, DLP [Patel-Schneider1998] and FaCT [Horrocks1998] , are based on custombuilt search engines that employ tableaux techniques to search for the model. These systems both translate input formulae into an internal normal form, attempting to exploit redundancies and local analytic truth and falsity. Their search engines employ mechanisms to reduce overlapping search, cut off search branches that cannot succeed, detect forced branches, and reuse cached results from previous searching.
Both DLP and FaCT can handle logics that are supersets of
. FaCT allows transitive modalities, deterministic (functional) modalities and inclusion relationships between modalities. DLP allows full propositional dynamic logic, although it has a compile-time switch to change from propositional dynamic logic to £ ¦ ¥ © §
. Most of the tests in this paper will use only DLP as it is based on the ideas developed in the FaCT system, includes most of FaCT's optimisations, and has some additional optimisations (in particular caching). If not otherwise specified, all the examples with DLP were obtained with DLP version 3.1 in its £ ¦ ¥ § configuration running on a machine roughly comparable to a SPARC Ultra 1 with 256MB of main memory.
Two other systems, KSATC [Giunchiglia et al.1998a ] and *SAT [Tacchella1999] , are based on state-of-the-art propositional satisfiability testing procedures. The two systems make multiple calls to the propositional decision procedure. While KSATC's optimisations are largely those of the underlying propositional system, *SAT features many modal search pruning optimisations like modal backjumping and caching. *SAT also handles many nonnormal modal logics. If not otherwise specified, all the examples with *SAT in this paper were obtained with *SAT -e -m6, compiled with Linux gcc -O2 and run on a 350MHz PentiumII with 128MB of main memory.
The TA system [Hustadt & Schmidt1997] translates propositional formulae into a decidable fragment of first order logic. It uses an optimised first-order theorem prover to determine the satisfiability of the translated formulae. TA thus inherits the optimisations built into this theorem prover, but it also uses a translation that is designed to produce easier first-order formulae.
The Heuerding and Schwendimann Tests
As discussed in Section 2.1, it is possible to hand-generate formulae for testing modal decision procedures. In the past such formulae were difficult to analyse, but the optimised decision procedures that are now available make short work of such hand-generated formulae. For example, Heuerding and Schwendimann [1996] report that their (moderately-optimised) system, LWB, can rapidly process several previous collections, with the longest test taking under 1/10th of a second.
Such short times are not satisfactory as differences between systems may be the result of startup costs and not indicative of their behaviour on more-difficult formulae.
Rationale
To overcome the above difficulty, and also to provide more test formulae, Heuerding and Schwendimann [1996] created a suite of formulae for testing modal decision procedures. They wanted to provide a test suite that would not be quickly rendered obsolete and that would provide a comprehensive test of a modal decision procedure, so they started with a number of postulates: 1. The test suite should include valid as well as invalid formulae. 2. The test suite should provide formulae of various structures. 3. Some of the formulae should be hard for future systems. 4. The validity status of the formulae should be known in advance. 5. The formulae should be resistant to simple tricks. 6. Executing the entire benchmark should not take an excessive amount of time. 7. It should be possible to summarise succinctly the results of the benchmark.
Description
To meet these postulates Heuerding and Schwendimann created classes of formulae. Each class was generated from a (relatively) simple parameterised logical formula that was either valid or invalid. Some of these formulae were made harder by hiding their structure or adding extra pieces. The parameters allow formulae of different size to be created, thus allowing for formulae of differing difficulty. The idea behind the parameter is that the difficulty of most of the problems should be exponential in the parameter. This supposed exponential increase in difficulty would make differences in the speed of the machines used to run the benchmarks relatively insignificant.
For each logic,
, and , 9 classes of formula were created, in both valid and invalid versions. For example, the branching formulae of Halpern and Moses [1992] , form a formula class for all three logics. Other problem classes in the set are based on the pigeonhole principle and a two-colouring problem on polygons. 
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The benchmark methodology was to test formulae from each class, starting with the easiest instance, until the validity status of a formula could not be correctly determined within 100 seconds. The result from this class would then be the parameter of the largest formula that could be solved within the time limit. The parameter ranges only from 1 to 21-if a system can solve all 21 instances of a class, the result is given as "! ".
This benchmark suite and methodology meets several of the postulates above simply as a result of its design. The suite contains both valid and invalid formulae of various structures whose validity status is known in advance. The benchmark can be executed in a few hours at most and the results can be given in three tables each with nine rows and two columns.
Results
The benchmark suite was used in a comparison at Tableaux'98 [Balsiger & Heuerding1998] . Six entries were submitted to this comparison, giving results for a total of ten systems. Since then the benchmark has been run on several other systems, including some more-recent versions of systems included in the original test. Several results are given in Tables 1, 2 , and 3. Some of these results are from the Tableaux'98 comparison, but some are more recent.
The results show that this benchmark is appropriate, perhaps even too difficult, for some of the systems. However, the heavily-optimised systems, including *SAT and DLP, are able to handle all of the instances of many of the problem classes in their areas of coverage. *SAT In fact, the situation is even worse than indicated by the raw results. The heavily-optimised systems can solve many of the problem classes with little or no search. This is indicated in Table 4 , which gives the time taken for the most-difficult solved problems in ¢ for *SAT, DLP and TA.
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The times for TA are subdivided between FLOTTER (a pre-processor) and SPASS itself.
As the table shows, the hardest instances of many of the completely-solved formula classes 
branch n 13 53.63 53.50
ph p 7 10.23 10.21 
¢
can be solved in under one second. Allowing for larger values of the parameter would not make these tests effective. In fact, some of the problems are completely or almost-completely solved in the input normalisation phases of the systems. This is shown in Table 5 , which gives (for DLP) the maximum total time and time for the search component, as well as the growth with respect to the parameter in search time, backtracks, and number of modal successors visited.
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As can be seen, most of the tests no longer have exponential growth in the parameter. In fact, many of them have linear growth or even no growth at all.
The tests for ¢ that remain hard for both *SAT and DLP are branch n and ph p. The first of these consists of the Halpern and Moses branching formulae [Halpern & Moses1992] , which have an exponentially-large counter-model but no disjunction. The time taken to build this counter-model is what makes these formulae difficult, and systems that try to store the entire model at once will find these formulae even more difficult. The second is an instance of the Pigeon-Hole principle [Pellettier1986], which has hard propositional reasoning but essentially no modal reasoning.
Discussion
The Heuerding and Schwendimann benchmarks were designed to meet many of the criteria that we deem important. Both the formulae and their generator were published, along with the rationale behind the formulae, so the tests can be reproduced and extended. The formula classes have a built-in balance between valid and invalid formulae. The test methodology is not computationally intensive and does provide data that can be easily summarised. The size parameter was designed to allow for a monotonic, exponential increase in the difficulty of the formulae. The formula classes attempt to cover a considerable variety of formula structures, thus providing a measure of significance to the test. The formulae are large, but not excessively so. The formulae are artificial, in that they do not correspond to any particular application, but were supposed to be representative of general formulae.
However, with the advent of heavily-optimised provers, many of the formula classes have become too easy under the initial parameter cut-off. Most of these easy formula classes have become in some sense trivial, with input normalisation of the formulae doing most or all of the work. This "triviality" has two effects. First, increasing the parameter will not significantly increase the difficulty of a formula, at least until the formulae become gigantic. Second, these classes no longer test the comparative performance of the search mechanisms, but instead only show that of a particular normalisation. Thus these formula classes, although historically interesting, are no longer good tests for state-of-the-art modal decision procedures, which all employ sufficient input normalisation to render these formula classes "trivial".
An augmented set of formula classes could be created to try to solve the problems detailed above, but it is difficult to devise by hand formulae that are resistant to the various input normalisations of the heavily-optimised systems, and it may prove impossible to devise formulae that will resist new and as yet unknown optimisations.
The 3CNF
B A
Random Tests
Random formulae can be generated that do not have the problems of the Heuerding and Schwendimann formulae. The first random generation technique used in testing modal decision procedures, the random 3CNFC ( D test methodology, was proposed by Giunchiglia & Sebastiani [1996a; 1996c] . It was conceived as a generalisation of the 3SAT test method which is widely used in propositional satisfiability [Mitchell et al.1992] . The method was subsequently criticised and improved by Hustadt & Schmidt [1997; 1999] , who pointed out some major weaknesses of the method, and proposed some solutions. Finally Giunchiglia et al. [1997; 1998a] proposed the current version of the method, which embeds Hustadt & Schmidt's suggestions, plus some further improvements. (If not otherwise stated, from now on by "random 3CNFC D formulae" we implicitly mean the formulae generated with the final version of the 3CNFC D random generator algorithm described in [Giunchiglia et al.1998a ].)
Description
In the 3CNFC D test methodology, the performance of a system is evaluated on sets of randomly generated 3CNFC The conversion works recursively on the depth of the formula, from the leaves to the root, each time applying to sub-formulae the propositional CNF conversion and the transformation 
h is varied in such a way as to empirically cover the "100% satisfiable-100% unsatisfiable" transition. Then, for each tuple of the five values in a problem set, a certain number (100, 500, 1000, . . . ) of 3CNF CD formulae are randomly generated, and the resulting formulae are given in input to the procedure under test, with a maximum time bound of, typically, 1000 seconds. The fraction of satisfiabile formulae, median/percentile values of CPU times, and median/percentile values of other parameters, e.g., number of steps, memory, etc., are plotted against the number of clauses h . To save testing time, if significantly more than 50% of the samples seen so far exceed the time bound for a given value of h -so that the median and the other Qth percentiles for { } | 1
are very likely to exceed the bound-then the system is not run on the other samples, and the test goes on with the next h value.
7 This means that clauses may be repeated in a formula. 8 We consider two formulae that differ only in the order of disjuncts in embedded disjunctions to be the same formulae, that is F is the same as .
Parameters and features
In the random 3CNFC D test method, each of the five parameters plays a specific role. i has no effect on the size of generated formulae.
h is the number of conjuncts in the formula, and thus it controls the constrainedness of the formula (see, e.g., [Williams & Hogg1994; Gent et al.1996] p has no effect on the size of generated formulae. , so as to cover the whole transition from 100% satisfiability to 0% satisfiability.
Consider the plots in Figure 1 , presenting a test for KSATC from [Giunchiglia et al.1998a] , with d=1, N=6, p=0, m=1, and 100 samples/point. Figure 1 (left) represents the fraction of satisfiabile formulae together with the median number of recursive calls of KSATC, which measures the size of the space searched. Figure 1 (right) represents the Qth percentile CPU time. Both plots exhibit the typical easy-hard-easy pattern centred around the 50% crossover point-also called "phase transition"-which has been revealed in many NP-complete problems (see, e.g., [Mitchell et al.1992; Williams & Hogg1994] ). This should not be a surprise, as satisfiability in It might sound counter-intuitive that, after the 50% cross-over point, the difficulty of the problem decreases with the size of the formula. Giunchiglia & Sebastiani [1996b] noticed that this is due to the capability of a system to backtrack at any constraint violation: the larger the value of h , the more constraint violations are detected, and the higher the search tree is pruned. As a side-effect, if a plot does not decrease after the 50% cross-over point, then this may reveal a problem of constraint violation detection in the system.
Problems
As highlighted by Hustadt & Schmidt [1997; 1999] , the formulae generated by the first version of the method suffered from a couple of major drawbacks: (Propositional) redundancy: As the intial 3CNFC D generator did not check for repeated propositional variables inside the same clause, the random formulae generated could contain propositional tautologies. When this was the case, the size of formulae could be reduced (in some cases dramatically) by a propositional simplification step; Trivial (un)satisfiability: For certain values of the generator's parameters, the formulae generated were "trivially (un)satisfiable", that is, they could be solved at the top level by purely propositional inference. (This definition is slightly different from the one in Hustadt and Schmidt, as explained below.)
As a solution, Hustadt & Schmidt [1999] proposed three guidelines for generating more challenging problems:
(i) Set to their smallest possible value those parameters that do not significantly influence the difficulty of the 3CNFC D formulae. They included among them the parameters p and g , which they suggested setting to 1.
(ii) To avoid trivially (un)satisfiable formulae, set q t 1
.
(iii) Modify the random generator so as to prevent repeated propositional variables inside the same clause.
They also improved the data analysis considering not just median values as in [Giunchiglia & Sebastiani1996a] , but a range of Qth percentile values.
Redundancy was a problem due to a flaw in the first version of Giunchiglia & Sebastiani's generator, and it was easily solved. The solution (iii) completely solved propositional redundancy. Giunchiglia et al. [1998a] later noticed that an extra component of redundancy was due to the presence inside one clause of repeated modal atoms and of permutations of the same modal atom. Thus, they introduced the following variation of (iii):
(iii') Modify the random generator so as to create distinct atoms, under commutativity of disjunction, both propositional and modal, inside the same clause.
Trivial (un)satisfiability is a much more complex problem, and deserves some more discussion. ; the probability of having no such clauses is thus
. As the set of trivially satisfiable formulas is a subset of the set of formulas having no -only clause, the probability of being trivially satisfiable is bounded above by a function that converges exponentially to 0 as h goes to infinity. This matches the empirical behaviour revealed in [Hustadt & Schmidt1999] , where the fraction of trivially satisfiable formulae decays exponentially with h . Trivial satisfiability is not a big problem for random 3CNF C ( D testbeds. First, a trivially satisfiable formula is not necessarily trivial to solve. In fact, in the general case, a literal occurring in a model for , has the same probability of being positive or negative; thus is -free with probability % T , denoting the number of modal literals in . On average, only a very small percentage of satisfying assignments are -free, and unless the procedure is explicitly biased to detect trivial satisfiability there is no reason to assume that the first assignment found by the procedure will be one of them. Biasing the procedure for detecting trivial satisfiability may not be a good strategy in the general case. (For instance, the suggested default settings of the *SAT system are not the best ones to detect trivial satisfiability.) In practice, most current state-of-the-art procedures are not guaranteed to solve trivially satisfiable formulae without any modal reasoning. Second, due to the exponential decrease in the fraction of trivially satisfiable formulae with h , the effects of trivial satisfiability are limited to the extreme left part of the satisfiability plots-where problems are easy and satisfiable anyway-and typically are negligible in the satisfiability transition area-which is the really interesting zone. Moreover, notice that the
bound is pessimistic, as typically the fraction decreases much faster. This is due to the fact that for larger values of h , it is harder to get -free assignments, even if no -only clause occurs in the formula; for 9 Some discussion about trivial solvability-although to a lower level of detail-can be found in [Giunchiglia et al.1998b ]. 
Trivial unsatisfiability
A random 3CNFC
( D formula contains on average h qk clauses that contain three propositional literals (and thus contain no boxes). The larger the value of h , the more likely it is that these clauses will be jointly unsatisfiable-thus making trivially unsatisfiable. (The definition of trivial unsatisfiability by Hustadt and Schmidt is precisely this, but our definition also allows unsatisfiability resulting from complementary modal literals in top-level clauses.) This explains the large number of trivially unsatisfiable formulae detected empirically by Hustadt and Schmidt [1999] CD test set for these procedures will have only a very small number of propositional variables. In fact most procedures look for modal successors only after having found a satisfying assignment: if no such assignment exists, the formula is solved without performing any modal reasoning. Second, when q is significantly greater than zero, trivially unsatisfiable formulae may affect all the values beyond the 100% satisfiable range, including the satisfiability transition area. For instance, when q t ¥ 1 3 ~
, it is difficult to generate unsatisfiable 3CNF CD formulae that are not trivially unsatisfiable. A "signature" of the heavy presence of trivial unsatisfiability is what we call a "Half-Dome plot" 10 for median CPU times: the median value grows until h reaches the 50% satisfiability crossover point, then it falls abruptly down to (nearly) zero, and does not increase significantly thereafter. Analogously, the Qth percentile value grows until h reaches the (100-Q)% satisfiability crossover point, and then falls abruptly.
For example, consider Figure 2 . In this figure, together with the 3CNF C H D plots, we also present the results of running *SAT on the conjunction of the purely propositional clauses of the formulae. We call these propositional conjunctions the embedded 3SAT sub-formulae. Moreover, as a comparison, we also run *SAT on a pure 3SAT testbed with
in the plot means that the pure 3SAT formulas have
clauses.) We call these formulas the rescaled pure 3SAT formulas. As i ª t q means that we have only 8 distinct pure 3SAT clauses, it is possible to evaluate the SAT probability exactly, which is given by the following equation:
In Figure 2 (left) we plot the fraction of satisfiable 3CNFC D formulae, 1 minus the fraction of unsatisfiable 3CNFC D formulae, and 1 minus the fraction of trivially unsatisfiable 3CNFC D formulae. For the embedded 3SAT formulae and the rescaled pure 3SAT formulae, we plot only the fraction of satisfiable formulae, which in both cases is identical to 1 minus the fraction of unsatisfiable formulae. We also plotted the (rescaled) 3SAT probability of Equation 5.2. Needless to say, the two latter plots match apart for some noise. Finally, we plotted the fraction of formulae found to be trivially satisfiable by *SAT and by *SAT -s3 -m6, as discussed above. (Considering the well-known satisfiability transition results [Mitchell et al.1992; Crawford & Auton1993] , for the rescaled pure 3SAT plot one might expect an average of~1 . ) Thirdly, the fraction of unsatisfiable embedded 3SAT formulae is very close to the fraction of trivially unsatisfiable 3CNFC D formulae, that is, most trivially unsatisfiable formulae are such because the embedded 3SAT component is unsatisfiable. Fourthly, the fraction of unsatisfiable embedded 3SAT formulae is very close to the fraction of unsatisfiable rescaled pure 3SAT formulae.
In Figure 2 (right), the plots for the embedded 3SAT and for the rescaled pure 3SAT testbeds cannot be distinguished from the X axis-that is, CPU times are always smaller than h reaches the 50% satisfiability crossover point, where it falls down abruptly; the remainder of the plot cannot be distinguished from the X axis. The Qth percentile values behave analogously with respect to the (100-Q)% satisfiability crossover point.
This behaviour can be explained as follows. If we plot the fraction of satisfiable formulae for the embedded 3SAT formulae, we obtain a satisfiability transition similar to the one of the rescaled pure 3SAT, with a~1
. The slight differences between the two plots are due to the fact that the length of the embedded 3SAT formulae is not fixed with
is only an average value. As i is generally rather small, the embedded 3SAT formula is mostly unsatisfiable with a very low value of h , making the entire formula trivially unsatisfiable. Thus the embedded 3SAT transition dominates the whole satisfiability plot. The first effect is that the transition is expected to nearly coincide with the embedded 3SAT transition. The second effect is that nearly all unsatisfiable formulae are trivially solvable. This means that the CPU times are entirely dominated by the values required to solve satisfiable formulae, which typically grow with h . Immediately after the (100-Q)% satisfiability crossover point, the easiest Q% of samples are nearly all trivially unsatisfiable, so that the Qth percentile value falls down abruptly to a negligible value.
The small difference between the fraction of the embedded 3SAT formulae that are unsatisfiable and the fraction of the 3CNF CD formulae that are trivially unsatisfiable can be explained as follows. When the embedded 3SAT formula is "nearly unsatisfiable", that is, it has only one or very few models, some other clauses may contribute to cause trivial unsatisfiability. For instance, consider
, where no "nearly unsatisfiable" embedded 3SAT formula occurs. have very small models, so that they are not very challenging from the viewpoint of pure modal reasoning, regardless of the values chosen for the other parameters. More generally, when bounding the modal depth, the satisfiability problems for the logics above decays from PSPACE-complete to NP-complete [Halpern1995] .
The
Consider the
, then the random 3CNF C ( D formulae are complete ternary trees where propositional atoms occur only at the maximum depth level. Such formulae can hardly be considered as a representative sample of the modal input space. Moreover, they are even less representative if used as a testbed for most modal logics different from ¢ . In fact, in most modal logics, restricting the occurrence of propositional variables to the maximum depth level hinders a relevant source of reasoning due to the interaction between variables occurring at different depth levels. For instance, the assignment 
,~where the complexity did not seem to increase significantly with g , and the growth was smaller than the increase in size. Unfortunately, this experiment was strongly influenced by the , all formulae are either found to be satisfiabile or found to be unsatisfiable-that is, no sample exceeded the timeout-and the satisfiability fraction decreases very fast, reaching 100% unsatisfiability for , there are only 8 distinct modal atoms, so that the test bed is only a little harder than a 3SAT testbed with i ë t £ u q variables. For g e t ì % T q things change dramatically. Both median and maximum CPU times rapidly reach the timeout. As a consequence, the fraction of formulae found to satisfiable plus the fraction of formulae found to be unsatisfiable add to much less than 1, as most problems exceed the timeout. The real satisfiability fraction is somewhere between them. For instance, with , the test sets are mostly out of the reach of *SAT, and no information about the satisfiability transition can be provided. The situation is no better with other current decision procedures such as DLP. To our knowledge, no system so far has been able to fully plot the satisfiability transition for
, as in the satisfiability transition area most solution times exceed the timeout.
We believe that such behaviour should be expected. As for satisfiability fraction, the number of possible distinct atoms . Finally, the modal literals are only a subset of each assignment found, so that the number of states to be explored for every assignment is reduced. Figure 4 shows both the median CPU times, the median number of assignments found and the median number of states explored by *SAT for 
Discussion
Even with the above problems, the random 3CNF CD test methodology produces a good empirical test for many purposes. The generators are available and their "randomness" can be controlled by setting the seed of their random number generator to reproduce test sets if the actual formulae are not available. The rationale behind the methodology has been extensively discussed. The formulae generated, although large, are not too large, and many very difficult (relative to size) formulae are generated if appropriate parameter values are chosen. The test methodology produces a balance between satisfiable and unsatisfiable formulae. With the recent improvements, the problems of redundancy and triviality are much reduced.
The test generator is highly parameterised, perhaps too highly, but by concentrating on a subsection of the test space interesting tests can be generated. The biggest problem with the , and q t 1 0 ~ t est methodology is that the maximum modal depth of formulae is fixed, thus reducing the inherent difficulty of the problem from PSPACE-complete to NP-complete. However, even at modal depths 1 and 2, difficult tests can easily be devised. One disadvantage with random tests is that they take much longer to perform (for interesting hard problems) because a large number of formulae have to be generated and tested at each data point for the results to be reliable. However, probably the biggest drawback with the random 3CNFC H D test methodology is that, because of their low modal depths, the formulae generated are very artificial. This is not really a problem with the test methodology per se, but is instead due to the combination of the test methodology and the capabilities of current decision procedures.
One benefit of the random 3CNFC ( D test methodology is that it can show the changing relative behaviour of several systems as the various parameters change. For example, several qualitative differences between DLP and KSATC can be discerned from the tests shown in Figures 5, 6 , and 7 which give 90th percentile results for several tests.
These results illustrate a number of differences between the two decision procedures, which can be traced back to characteristics of the system. For example, KSATC uses an underlying satisfiability engine with very efficient data structures whereas DLP does not have . It is this sort of comparative analysis that is most useful to the understanding of how various algorithms behave and how they can be improved.
New Random Empirical Testing
Since 1998 some new forms of random testing-both variants of the 3CNF CD method and completely new ones-have been investigated and/or proposed. In the following section we briefly outline and review the most significant of these. Giunchiglia et al.1998a]-i.e., with d=1, p=0, m=1, N=4,5,6 and 100 samples/point-using both 3CNFC D formulae and their ¢ -modalised counterparts.The top row represents median and 90% percentile CPU time; the bottom row represents median and 90% percentile size of the space searched, that is, the number of single truth-value assignments performed by *SAT. All curves present the usual easy-hard-easy pattern. From the first row, we notice that the ¢ -modalised samples in general require a longer CPU time to solve. Nevertheless, the gap never exceeds a 2-3 factor, which is well justified by the increase in size of the input formulae. (Similarly, the CPU time gap between the ¢ -modalised and non-modalised 3CNFC ( D tests presented in [Massacci1999] never exceeds a 2-3 factor.) Moreover, from the second row, we notice that there is no significant difference in the size of the space effectively explored.
Using modalised atoms
These results may be explained as follows. As far as basic propositional reasoning is concerned, modalisation introduces no difference, as *SAT considers boxed formulae as propositional atoms. In the simple 3CNFC D case, *SAT takes one shot to determine the satisfiability of a purely propositional assignment like
In the ¢ -modalised case, the assignment corresponding to (6.1) is
, checking its satisfiability requires determining the satisfiability of the sub-formulae
for every negated boxed atom # 5 y ÷ E y ÷) i n (6.2). However, this step is deterministic. First, all the y ÷ disjuncts are wiped off by unit-propagating the first y ÷
As (6.4) and all its modal successors contain only one negated box, *SAT solves (6.4) deterministically by generating a linear concatenation of ý states, without performing any search within each of them. An analogous behaviour is to be expected, e.g., from DLP and FaCT.
As far as we can see from the experiments, despite the relative increase in depth and size of the formulae, ¢ -modalisation does not seem to produce testbeds which are significantly more challenging than standard 3CNFC D ones. For instance, in the tests in Figure 8 , modalisation simply introduces an overhead due to an extra amount of deterministic steps, without increasing significantly the size of the search space.
Re-interpreting p: the New 3CNF
B A test method
To overcome the problems of the 3CNFC D generator due to the embedded SAT component Ê , we propose a new variant of the random generator of [Giunchiglia et al.1998a] samples/point. Figure 9 (left) shows the fraction of formulae found to be satisfiable, 1 minus the fraction of formulae found to be unsatisfiable, 1 minus the fraction of formulae found to be trivially unsatisfiable, the fraction of formulae found to be trivially satisfiable by *SAT and by *SAT -s3 -m6. First, the satisfiable and unsatisfiable fractions add to close to 1 but not exactly to 1, that is, a few tests exceeded the bound. Secondly, there are very few trivially unsatisfiable formulae, but there are some. The trivial unsatisfiability in these formulae is caused by complementary modal atoms in top-level clauses. Thirdly, the fraction of unsatisfiable formulae is much greater than the fraction of trivially unsatisfiable formulae, that is, very few unsatisfiable formulae are also trivially unsatisfiable, and nearly all of these are located in the 100% unsatisfiable zone. With its default settings, *SAT found only 1 trivially satisfiable formula for h t £ v Y , and none elsewhere. As before, rerunning the testbed with the *SAT option -s3 -m6 we obtained % 2 % and % trivially satisfiable formulae for h £ t ae v and % R ¢ respectively, and none elsewhere. In Figure 9 (right), the median CPU time and the other Qth percentile plots reveal a typical easy-hard-easy pattern centred in the satisfiability transition area, growing up to the 50% cross-over point, and then decreasing gently. Now compare the plots with those of the analogous 3CNF CD test set in Figure 2 (the parameters' values and the system tested are the same). Firstly, the satisfiability transition here is relatively shifted to the right. The New 3CNFC D satisfiability plot is no longer dominated by the embedded 3SAT component, and thus it is free to follow its "natural" course. Secondly, the New 3CNFC D plots are no longer dominated by the trivially unsatisfiable formulae, and thus they are free to follow their "natural" easy-hard-easy pattern induced by the increase in the constrainedness.
On the whole, the New 3CNFC i respectively -they are the same parameters in the random generator. We remark that the "QBF-analogous" role of modal depth is played instead by the total number of universally quantified variables Another problem with modal-encoded QBF formulae is that they are rather artificial, as their potential Kripke structures are restricted to those having the very regular structure imposed by the QBF and/or binary search trees. As far as representativity is concerned, modalencoded QBF formulae have a very peculiar modal structure, so that they can hardly be considered as a representative sample of the input space.
Finally, a serious problem with random modal-encoded QBF formulas is size. Initial versions of the translation method produced test sets in the 1GB range. The problem with such very large formulae is that they may be only stressing the data-storage and retrieval portion of the provers; e.g., running DLP on these formulae resulted in a 1000s timeout without any significant search. Even the current versions produce very large modal formulae, mostly to constrain the Kripke structures.
Discussion
The current situation in empirical testing of modal decision procedures is not completely satisfactory. There are a number of available test sets and methodologies that can be used to examine modal decision procedures, each of which has certain benefits and certain flaws.
The Heuerding and Schwendimann test suite provides a number of interesting inputs. The input formula classes are different from each other, but there is only a small number of classes and they do not cover all kinds of input formula. The input formulae are parameterised, potentially providing a good range of difficulty. However, current systems incorporate preprocessing steps that reduce many of the test formula classes to trivial formulae even before search starts, dramatically reducing the difficulty of the class.
The standard 3CNFC D random test methodology provides a means for easily generating very hard problems. It has some problems with trivial (un)satisfiability, but these problems are not severe. Disguising the 3CNF CD formulae by modalising the propositional atoms does not make the tests appreciably better. Our new random test methodology may help alleviate these problems, but more testing is required.
The new QBF random testing, when compared with New 3CNF C ( D formulae, allows for generating 50%-solvable formulae with higher modal depth which are still within the reach of current state-of-the-art deciders. On the other hand, modal-encoded QBF formulae are rather artificial, as their potential models are restricted to those having a very regular structure.
Unfortunately, current systems can only handle very small values for some of the parameters at interesting points in the parameter space of the 3CNF CD random test methodology. This makes it very hard to investigate the behaviour of systems over an interesting range of the parameter. Further, there are four active parameters, which makes it hard to cover large sections of the input space.
However, even with the above-mentioned flaws, current empirical test methodologies provide evidence of great strides forward in the performance of modal decision procedures. The ( D test suites show the effect, both positive and negative, of certain strategies built into these systems.
It is interesting to compare the situation in empirical testing of modal decision procedures with that for propositional satisfiability [Gent & Walsh1993; Crawford & Auton1996; Selman et al.1996] , where a random-3CNF methodology is also used. With propositional formulae, the methodology can be tuned to provide problems of appropriate difficulty, and captures the hardest formulae of a particular size. There are only two parameters, which allows for easy coverage of large sections of the input space. Current systems can process reasonably large inputs, but it is easy to generate formulae that are hard or even impossible to solve. Achieving a similarly satisfactory situation in the empirical testing of modal decision procedures will require advances in both the decision procedures and the testing methodology.
